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ABSTRACT

A shuttlecock or butter?y is provided with an arrange
ment in which gliding feathers are readily arrayed or
rearrayed, attached onto or detached from so as the
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shuttlecock or butter?y itself be adjusted in its ?ying
range and speed. The arrangement comprises a plural
ity of pits formed along the upper brim of the bottom
cup portion of the basket-like rnain hopper body, a rib
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like skirt portion, a plurality of vertical frames'and a
plurality of knob heads formed on the top of the verti

cal frames, protruding upwardly from the upper end of
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the skirt portion. The feathers are secured onto along
the inner surface of the vertical frames with the foot
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portion of the quill inserted in the pits formed along the
upper brim of the bottom cup portion and the upper
portion of the quill at the middle of the feather tied
onto the knob heads formed on the top of the vertical
frames by such fastening means as string, wire or adhe
sive tape.

11 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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SHUTTLECOCK OR BUTTERFLY ADJUSTABLE IN
RANGE AND SPEED

In order to meet the end described above, the charac
teristic of the invention resides in that means are pro

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

vided on an integrally formed basket-like hopper body
of thermoplastic composing a bottom cup portion, ver

The present invention relates to shuttlecock or but

ter?y, particularly to ones that are adjustable in ?ying
range and speed thereof by means of arraying feathers
readily attached onto or detached from an arrangement

suitably provided thereon the shuttlecock or butter?y

5

tical frames and a skirt portion so that feathers such as
bird’s or other treated or manufactured feathers of

plastic, synthetic ?bre or animal or plant fibre, are

readily attached thereonto or detached therefrom, and

the adjustment in ?ying range, speed and capability

of the invention.
10 thereof is easily attained by determining the number of
In accordance with the invention, it is preferable to
feathers or size of them to be attached or by determin

have shuttlecock or butter?y of thermoplastic reduced
in size to be comparatively smaller than known conven
tional ones but robust in structure which will accord

ingly result in increase in ?ying range and speed by the
virtue of lesser resistance of air it invites, and this will

be checked by the arrangement of this invention, that
is, the ?ying range and speed thereof will be cut to a
certain degree desired by the means of arraying or rear

raying, increasing or decreasing in the number of feath
ers readily attachable and detachable.

ing variously the array and attached position thereof.
Further characteristic of the invention is that of the
shuttlecock or butter?y, a plurality of pits in certain
depth and shape is formed on along the upper brim of
the bottom cup portion while on the top of the vertical
frames a plurality of knob heads is formed protruding
upwardly from the upper end of the skirt portion, with

all the pits in a complete alignment longitudinally with
corresponding knob heads respectively. And then, the

feathers, with the foot portion of the quill inserted in
the pits formed thereon the upper brim of the bottom
cup portion, and with the upper portion of the quill at
Of some of known conventional shuttlecock or but
the middle of the feathers tied by such fastening means
ter?y of thermoplastic, the bottom cup portion, the 25 as by string, wire or adhesive tape onto the correspond
feathers and skirt portion thereof are integrally formed
ing knob heads formed on the top of the vertical
while some are in a two-piece, the main body and the
frames, are secured against the inner surfaces of the
bottom cup portion separately molded respectively and
vertical frames, so as to be capable of adjusting-the ?y
docked together, and neither of them is able to be ad
ing range and speed thereof.
justed of ?ying range and speed, and it is almost impos
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

sible for users or players thereof to play it in a limited
narrow’space or an extreme care should be taken in

batting it, which is all unnecessary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The foregoing constitutes the principal objects of this
invention and other objects and advantages will be

If, just in order to cut down the range and speed 35 come more apparent to those skilled in the art from the
thereof, a shuttlecock is thinly provided at its skirt por
following description when viewed in conjunction with
tion, it would be broken or torn apart in no time, and
the accompanying drawings, wherein like parts
then, if, just in order to make up the weakness of above,
throughout the several ?gures thereof are indicated by
a shuttlecock is robustly provided at its skirt portion
like numerals, and wherein:
and relatively at the bottom cup portion, it would natu~ .40 FIG. 1 is a perspective view cut open of one embodi
rally result in increase in bulk and weight,’further in un
ment of the present invention;
controllable ?ying range and speed.
FIG. 2 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the
In the conventional shuttlecock or butterfly, feathers
shuttlecock or butter?y shown in FIG. 1;
are integrally planted along the bottom cup portion,
FIG. 3 is a plane view of the same shown in FlG. l;
made out of botanical nut or made of plastic or syn 45 and
thetic rubber, and once one or some of them fell out of
FIG. 4 is a plane view illustrating speci?cally slant
‘or badly worn out, it would ?y off its course and as a
pits formed on the upper brim of the bottom cup por
whole would ?nally turn a good-for-nothing, just for
tion of the shuttlecock or butter?y of another embodi
some of the feathers damaged.
ment of the present invention.
Moreover, in the conventional shuttlecock or butter
DISCUSSION OF THE INVENTION
?y of thermoplastic, it has heretofore been unattain
able for users or players thereof to fix-up the array of
In the one embodiment of the present invention, re
features or, to attach more feathers onto or detach
ferring to FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, the main body of a shuttle
some of the feathers from in order to’adjust the ?ying
cock or butter?y in accordance with the present inven
range and speed thereof to be adaptably fit to a certain 55 tion is formed in a shape of basket-like hopper, of ther
limited playground or to the likes of players thereof.
moplastic, comprising a bottom cup portion 1, a plural
ity
of vertical frames 2, a rib-like skirt portion 3, a plu
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
rality of pits 4, 4' and a plurality of knob heads 5.
It is therefore the prime object of the present inven
Referring now to FIG. 1 as it is best shown therein,
tion to provide shuttlecock or butter?y with an ar
the pits 4 in a certain depth and shape are formed
rangement wherein feathers are readily attached onto
thereon along the upper brim of the bottom cup por
or detached from.
tion 1, in a complete alignment longitudinally with the
Another object of the invention is to provide means
corresponding knob heads 5 formed thereon the top of
possible for users or players thereof to array or rearray
65 the vertical frames 2 as also particularly shown in FIG.

feathers thereof in adjusting range and speed thereof in
various ways to adaptably ?t to a certain playground
allowed or to ‘their likes.

3, the knob heads 5 projecting upwardly from the

upper end of the hopper-like skirt portion 3 as clearly
seen in FIG. 2.
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Now for the gliding feathers to be mounted on, the
feathers 6 properly touched as to be adaptable in ad

justing the ?ying range and speed, the foot portion of

While the feathers of birds’ being the best for the op
timum result in the shuttlecock or butter?y, arti?cial
feathers suitably manufactured for this purpose made

the quill 7 of the feathers 6 is inserted therein the pit
4 formed thereon along the upper brim of the bottom
cup portion 1 while the upper portion of the quill 7 at
the middle of the feather 6 tied by the fastening means

?bre or still other ?bre, could also be used for this in
vention.
From the foregoing, it would be amply apparent that

8 possible such a string, wire or adhesive tape onto the

out of animal or botanical or plastic ?bre or synthetic

frame 2 protruding upwardly from the upper end of the
skirt portion 3, with the fan-like upper portion of the

in this invention, adjustment in the ?ying speed and
range of shuttlecock or butter?y is easily attained by
simply increasing or decreasing in the number of feath
ers attached or by changing variously the array and po

feathers 6 extending upwardly as to be gliding vane as

sitions of erection cocked or uncocked of the feathers,

knob head 5 formed thereon the top of the vertical

clearly shown respectively in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3.

thereby adapting itself to the likes of players thereof
and to limited playgrounds.
It should also be noted that in this invention, the

The feathers 6. as a whole should be attached in a

proper position and at a adequate angle as to be adapt

able in ?tting to range and speed speci?cally desired.

feathers are easily attached onto or detached from
whenever it is necessary to replace some of feathers

The feathers 6 as thus secured thereonto the shuttle

cock or butterfly also could be easily attached there

worn out or fell out, or to increase or decrease the

onto or detached therefrom, increased or decreased in

number of feathers attached.
When and if colours are given to the feathers, in dif
ferent colours, the shuttlecock or butter?y would turn
a bundle of harmonized assorted colours, of beautiful

the number thereof in arraying and rearraying in vari
ous ways as to be adapted to ?t to the tastes or the likes

of the users or players thereof in determining the ?ying
range and speed thereof, in ?tting to a certain limited

?ying maneuver in the air, and its eye-catching perfor
mance and spinning speed that are clearly distinguish
While it is preferable to have the foot portion of the 25 able with naked eyes, will provide a perfect guide for
quill 7 secured therein the pit 4, it could also well be
players thereof in their adjusting the ?ying speed and
playground.

_

tied properly onto any part of the vertical frame 2 when
range of shuttlecock or butter?y.
the stem portion of the quill 7 is unusually short and the
From the above description, it will be obvious to
fan-like upper portion of the feather 6 has to be kept 30 those skilled in the art that various modi?cations and
extending above the skirt portion 3.
changes may be made without departing from the in
In one other embodiment of the present invention,
ventive concepts and the scope of the invention, and
referring this time to FIG. 4, a plurality of slant pits 4'
the invention is not to be considered limited to what is
is formed thereon along the upper brim of the bottom
shown in the drawings annexed and described in the
cup portion 1 alternately with the ordinary pits 4, so as 35 speci?cation.
to hold the feathers 6 as a whole in a biassed direction.

I, therefore, particularly point out and distinctly

When the feathers 6 with their foot portion of the
quill 7 inserted in the ordinary pits 4, are secured onto

claim as my invention:

-

1. In a shuttlecock comprising a plurality of vertical
?at against the periphery of the main hopper body of
frame elements terminating in a bottom cup portion
the shuttlecock or butter?y as best shown in FIG. 2, it 40 having an upper brim, the improvement which com
would naturally invite the most of air resistance at the
prises a plurality of independent feathers detachably
fan-like portion or the face of the feathers 6 themselves
secured to said shuttlecock in longitudinal alignment
owing to their ?at perpendicular encounter against air,
with said vertical frame elements to adjust the ?ying

resulting in slow-down of ?ying speed and shortened

range.

range, speed and maneuverability of said shuttlecock.
45

On the contrary, when the foot portion of the quill 7
is inserted therein the slant pits 4', the feathers 6 in
their vertically erect positions would cock to a certain

biassed direction respectively and the fan-like portion
or the face of the feathers 6 facing clockwisely or coun 50

ter-clockwisely along the hopper periphery of the shut
tlecock or butter?y, and this would invite lesser resis

2. A shuttlecock according to claim 1, further com
prising a rib-like skirt portion extending around the pe
riphery of said vertical frame elements, wherein said
vertical frame elements, upper brim portion and skirt

portion are integrally formed thermoplastic.
3. A shuttlecock according to claim 2 wherein said
feathers are arti?cial ?brous feathers.
4. A shuttlecock according to claim 2 wherein said

tance of air, accordingly resulting in accelerated ?ying
speed and lengthened range, and the speed of its spin

independent feathers are each also detachably secured

ning would be increased or decreased depending on the 55

5. A shuttlecock according to claim,4 wherein said
independent feathers are detachably secured to inte
gral knob heads which protrude on said vertical frame
elements upwardly from the upper end of said skirt por

degree of the feathers 6 bia'ssedly cocked.
In embodying the present invention, certain modi?
cations and alterations possible at the stage of thermo
plastic molding of the shuttlecock or butter?y. For in
stance, saving only the bottom cup'portion 1 and sev
eral vertical frames 2 while eliminating at all the skirt
portion 3 or saving only the uppermost end of the skirt
portion 3.
And as for the pits 4, 4' for the foot portion of the
quill 7 of the feathers 6 to be secured therein, they 65
could well be provided either on inner brim or outer

brim of the bottom cup portion 1.

to one of said vertical frame elements.

tron.

6. A shuttlecock according to claim 1 wherein at
least a portion of said independent feathers are detach
ably secured to said shuttlecock in a biased direction
relative to the periphery of said vertical frame ele
ments.

7. A shuttelcock according to claim 1 wherein said
independent feathers are detachably secured thereto
by inserting the foot portions of the feather quills into

5
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a plurality of corresponding pits formed in said upper
periphery of said vertical-frame elements.
brim.
10. A shuttelcock according to claim 8 further com
8. In a shuttlecock comprising a plurality of vertical
prising a rib-like skirt portion extending around the pe
frame elements terminating in a bottom cup portion
having an upper brim, the improvement which com 5 riphery of said vertical frame elements, wherein said
vertical frame elements, upper brim portion and skirt
prises a plurality of pits formed in the upper brim of

portion are integrally formed thermoplastic.

said bottom cup portion for detachably receiving the
foot portion of a feather quill in longitudinal alignment

l 1. A shuttlecock according to claim 10 further com
prising a plurality of knob heads formed on the top of
said vertical frame elements for detachably securing
the stem portion of a feather quill thereto.

with said vertical frame elements.
9. A shuttelcock according to claim 8 wherein at

least a portion of said pits are capable of ‘holding said
feather foot portion in a biased direction relative to the
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